Managed Network
and Cybersecurity
Services
Technology and cybersecurity threats are constantly evolving. Our expert team keeps you ahead of threats with
managed services for monitoring and maintenance, policies, procedures, training, and emergency response.
Combining the roles of a Managed Network Services Provider (MNSP) and a Managed Security Service Provider
(MSSP), DTS delivers value, with an eye for continual improvement, and operational efficiency.
Tap our expert team for full-service support, help with specific IT and cybersecurity tasks, or fulfilling the roles of
required Key Implementation Personnel. Our security-focused managed services can be tailored for your specific
needs, including:
» On-premise hardware configuration
» Security configuration management
» Maintain and review audit logs
and documentation
» Security automation
» Continuous monitoring
– Security incident response
– Emergency response

»
»
»
»
»
»
»


Apply
software updates and security patches
On-demand support
Data backups
Network and security assessments
Recommend policies and procedures
Employee training
Support during certification assessments

Our network and cybersecurity staff are available to you to answer questions about technology and provide you
with timely support.

Work directly with DTS experts
Our approach to managed services is unique. Our
certified and experienced professionals work with you,
explaining the services we provide and your system
performance while driving security through careful
monitoring and logging, more efficient processes,
and more secure policies. For confidence in your
cybersecurity. For smooth operations. For compliance.
DTS helps flip the script, from a reactive approach to
a more strategic approach that enhances operations
and addresses potential issues before they impact
business. With a predictable fee and access to
additional resources and expertise, our managed
network and cybersecurity services make your
business run better.

Self-managed vs. Management as
a Service
Considering managing your network and cybersecurity
program yourself? It takes a staff of knowledgeable,
experienced, key personnel to maintain compliance
by conducting monitoring and logging activities,
regular audits, vulnerability scans, and any security
incidents. Plus, someone to head up security training
for staff. SMBs often can’t invest in those salaries and
maintaining the knowledge base. If you’re considering
self-management, talk to DTS to understand the
scope of the commitment, get the ad-hoc support
you may need, or schedule our team to provide an
audit or security assessment to verify and validate
your program.

Cybersecurity services. Exceptional results.

DTS experts certified as:

DTS provides tailored, scalable cyber solutions for small- and
medium-sized organizations. We use top resources and the expertise
of talented individuals with a passion for excellence to help protect
our clients’ people and data. Our approach is consultative and
education-oriented, so you can feel confident that your DTS solution
is strong, reliable, and helping to drive a culture of compliance.
In addition to our assessment and review services, DTS offers
SECURITY REVIEWS AND ASSESSMENTS
Our thorough assessment services help you understand your
current cybersecurity posture and compare your stance to
required or best practice controls and architecture. Gap analysis
is an insightful first step that can inform your cybersecurity
strategy, provide a benchmark, or prepare your organization for
self-scoring or audits.
REMEDIATION
Our one-stop remediation services focus on cost-effective
solutions that close gaps and meet regulatory requirements,
from reviewing and updating policies and procedures to training
employees.
FRACTIONAL CIO
The IT leadership you need – without the expense associated
with adding a senior executive. Our experienced leaders provide
the technical direction to support your business objectives and
implement a broad technology agenda that leverages leadingedge technologies.

Contract vehicles:
GSA Schedule IT 70 Contract Number:
GS-35F-137DA
GSA PSS Contract Number: 47QRAA19D006Q
FAA eFAST
Primary NAICS 541330, 541511, 541512, 541611,
541614, 541990, 611420, 611430
Privately Held Service-Disabled VeteranOwned Small Business (SDVOB)

Managed services for a new security mindset
Shift from a mindset of defense to one of “mitigate and manage.”
Our educational approach to managed IT and cybersecurity services
helps you better understand regulatory standards and feel confident
in your compliance. Use a robust cybersecurity stance to:
»
»
»
»

Build business opportunities
Grow trust among your stakeholders
Make informed choices for your security posture
Meet regulatory requirements for your industry, the
U.S. Federal government, and other contracts

Add DTS to your team. Call for a free assessment
and an estimate to get things started.

571.403.1841
sales@consultDTS.com
www.consultDTS.com

3033 Wilson Boulevard
Suite 700
Arlington, VA 22201

